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Dear Families,

Home Learning:

Homework: Due in Thursday.
Reading – Aim for at least four entries in your
reading journal.
Literacy – Develop your own S plan for a diary
entry. It can be made up. Try to include a build
up to lead on to a clear event.
MyMaths – Complete the Maths homework on
multiplication squares. If you get stuck, try
placing the numbers 1, 5 and 7 first. If you
finish quickly, can you create your own
example?
Spellings – Revise the spellings ready for a
spelling test on Friday.
Times Tables – Mixed multiplication test up to
12 x 12 every Friday.

In RE, the children have continued their learning on
inspirational people and have learned about the
importance of Guru Nanak to the Sikh faith.
In Maths, the children have been working really hard on
fraction and decimal equivalents. They have now
moved on to comparing and ordering decimals with
tenths and hundredths. We have used different
resources to consolidate the children’s place value
understanding.
In Literacy, the children have started their new unit of
work on writing to entertain. They have been writing a
diary entry to start off. As a class, we have then
explored how we can plan our writing to develop and
maintain interest for the reader. In particular, we have
focused on how we can link our ideas together and
make it easy for the reader to follow and make
connections.
On Thursday, we will be hosting our Sports Day at
Warberry Academy field. It will start promptly at 1.00pm
and team colours will be provided for the children.

Worker of the Week
Honey Renton – I was really impressed with
Honey’s enthusiasm and vigour in our Literacy
lessons. She had some excellent insights and
provided some great ideas. Well done Honey!

Our attendance this week was 94.4%. Well done and
lets aim for 100% for next week.
Enjoy your weekend!
Mr Grinsill
Spellings

Presentation Award
Aeryn Beasley – Aeryn has worked
really hard and concentrated on her
joined handwriting. Well done Aeryn!

1. Flower
2. Flour
3. Grate
4. Great
5. Groan
6. Grown
7. Hole
8. Whole
9. Medal
10. Meddle

